
Dragon Dice™

Demo Preparation
• Seat the players in pairs across from each other.  Tell
them: 1) this is a simplified two-player version; and 2)
the game can handle any number of players.
• Give each player a starter set.
• Arrange army banner cards or set the battle board down
in between the players.  On the battle board, the campaign
and horde armies are reversed and the reserve area is
marked "dragon roost".  Ignore these markings (or correct
with cross-outs or Post-Its) and use the standard army
set-up.

How To Win

Outline Of Play
Set-Up
Decide Battle Size
Tell the players that they each have an equivalent point
value of dice.  The more dice they collect, the bigger their
battles can be, but everyone always plays with equal
points.

Assemble Armies
Each player:
• Divides his dice by racial (color) mix
• Places the largest group on the "Home" space
• Places the second largest group on the "Campaign"
space
• Places the remaining groups on the "Horde" space

Set the Battlefield
Place 3 terrain dice in the appropriate places. (For the
demo, it doesn't matter which terrains are used.)

Determine Order of Play
Each player rolls his "Horde" army and counts up maneuver
results.  High total becomes first player.

This demo is a simplified two-player game that
teaches roughly 75% of the full rules and half the
strategy.  It assumes the demonstrator already knows
how to play the full game.
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Integrated Icon Listing

Maneuver

ID Icons: Here's the perfect point to explain that each ID
icon always counts as a "wild card," giving the player the
appropriate number of points of whatever he currently
needs

Terrain Sequence: Here's the perfect point to explain the
numbered sequence built into the terrain dice, which
represents how far apart the armies are, and what battle
action they can take.

In the full game, a player must capture two terrains to
win.  For the demo, you may play to only one captured
terrain. Magic

Melee

Missile

Saves

Rules Differences
The differences between the standard DCM/ Revised
Rules and the Simplified Demo Rules are:
1. No racial advantages (no double maneuvers, no
maneuvers as saves).
2. No charging.
3. Special Action Icons count as normal icons.
4. No doubling of magic (and no burying).
5. All dragon breaths are treated as Gold breath.
6. Limited spell selection; colorless spells.
7. No routing.

It is suggested that you add these rules back into
the game in the order listed.

Sequence of Play
• First March

Maneuver
Action

• Second March
Maneuver
Action

• Reserve
Reinforce
Retreat

After the demo tell the players about the features of the
full game, such as additional spells and new races.

Place Armies
In a two-player game, it's already done.

Determine Starting Distances
Have each player roll his home terrain die to find out at
what "distance" the battle starts.  The first player also
rolls the frontier terrain.  For the demo, turn a 7 down to
a 6 and reroll any result of 8.
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Magic
First announce all spells and their targets.  Then resolve
each spell in any order you wish.

Cost Spell
2 Stoneskin:  Target army adds one to all its save

rolls until the beginning of your next turn.
Multiple castings increase the effect or may
target another army.

2 Hailstorm: Inflict 1 hit on the target army.  It
may roll saves.  Multiple castings increase the
damage inflicted on a single army, or may target
another army.

3 Spark of Life: Restore 1 health-worth of units
from the dead unit area to the casting army.
Multiple castings can revive multiple units,
larger units, or both.

3 Palsy: The target army suffers a -1 penalty to
all its rolls until the beginning of your next turn.
Multiple castings increase the effect or may
target another army.

4 Path: Immediately move one of your units (any
size) from one terrain to another.

5 Lightning Strike: Target any enemy unit.  That
unit must roll a save or be killed.

6 Open Grave: Target any of your armies.  Until
the beginning of your next turn, any units killed
go to the reserves.

7 Summon Dragon: Send any dragon to any
terrain, regardless of color, ownership, or
location.

Eighth Face Icons and Benefits
The controlling army gets double saves and double
maneuvers.  In addition:

Dragon Icons and Effects

Belly - The dragon's 5 automatic saves
don't apply during this attack.

Breath - Five units from the target
army are killed unless they can
individually generate a save result.

Claws - 6 points of damage to the
target army.

Jaws - 12 points of damage to the
target army.

Tail - 3 points of damage to the target
army and roll again, applying the new
results as well.

Treasure - After the attack is
resolved, one unit in the target army
may be promoted.

Wing - After the attack is resolved,
the dragon flies away.

City - At the beginning of your turn
you can recruit a 1-health unit from
your dead unit area or promote a unit
in your army.

Standing Stones – During a magic
action, ID icons are doubled for magic
results.

Temple - At the beginning of your
turn you can bury (remove from play)
one of your opponent’s dead units.

Tower - Missile fire can target any
terrain.


